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Abstract 
According to the report 2015 of WHO, Iran is the fourth country around the world in terms of caesarean section   with 48% 
during 2006 to 2013. Many national and international research and studies demonstrate the high risks and complications of 
caesarean on the mothers' health. On the other hand, changing   the demographic policies of Iran towards increasing births 
clearly suggests   the necessity of controlling the statistics of caesarean. Hence, Ministry  of Health and  Medical  Education 
in the Health Sector Evolution Plan (HSEP) which  includes   the basic and fundamental changes  in Iran  health and 
treatment system  has allocated one of these guidelines to this important  issue . According to the  guideline of  “The 
Promotion of natural childbirth “ all  the public and nonprofit  hospitals  and  their  doctors  have been required  to reduce  
their caesarean  statistics .The natural childbirth  became free charge  in the public hospitals and  some facilities were 
allocated to  the public  maternity hospitals  in order to develop and improve this program  . Given to  the non-profit  
hospitals  also have an important  contribution  to provide   the society's health , whether they  could  success  to reduce  
caesarean  even though they didn’t   receive  any   facilities like the public  hospitals .  Whether the caesarean statistics  have 
changed  two years  after  beginning  HSEP  in  the public and non-profit  hospitals of Shiraz  and  towns  dependent on  Fars  
Medical Sciences University .  
Method: The present research is of  a cross-sectional and descriptive kind . It  has studied and compared  the statistics of  
childbirth and caesarean  in the hospitals dependent on  Fars  Treatment and Health Service and  Medical Sciences university  
from the beginning  2013 , that is before  beginning HSEP  to the end of 2015 .  
Findings : At the end of 2015  the statistics of  caesarean  in the hospitals  dependent on  Fars Medical  Sciences University 
has reduced by  9/6% in comparison with  those at the beginning  of HSEP. The highest  reduction  was related to the public 
hospitals  of  the towns  dependent on  Fars  Medical Sciences University  by 14%  reduction .  After it there are the  non-
profit   hospitals  which  could  reduce their  statistics of caesarean  by  9.9%  . But in 2015 the public hospitals couldn’t  
reduce their cesarean statistics  and even  these  were increased by ¼%  than  their caesarean statistics  in 2013 .  
Conclusion  : From the beginning HSEP   up to the end of  2015  the non-profit  hospitals  of Shiraz  were more successful 
to reduce their cesarean  statistics  than  the public hospitals .  
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I. INTRODUCTION 
 
All mothers  have a long  wait  for their  childbirth . 
This process can be   performed  in the form of 
natural childbirth or  by  the  intervention of a doctor 
and nurse . The natural childbirth  means to be born a 
child naturally  after termination  of the pregnancy 
duration  or sooner than it  which is performed  by 
completely  coordinated  changes   of  mother's  
uterus and cervix . But there  is  another   method to 
bear a child namely cesarean (1).The word of 
cesarean has several meanings . According to some 
narrations   Julius Cesar – a Roman commander - has 
been born by this method . The other narration  is that  
cesarean  has been an ancient Rome  law in which  to 
save  a fetus of a pregnant  woman  who was dying , 
her abdomen was incised or the same cesarean (2) .  
A cesarean delivery is a surgical procedure in which a 
fetus is delivered through an incision in the mother's 
abdomen and uterus. Of course  it should be 
considered  that  cesarean section   has been done  in 

order to save  the mothers' life  whom  natural 
childbirths  were  difficulty  in  any reasons . In  the 
recent 100   years ,  this procedure  has played  an 
important  role  to save  the pregnant mothers'  life 
during delivery  but in the recent years  its indications 
have increased  due to the different  reasons (3) . 
Nowadays , many  pregnant mothers   ask for the 
cesarean section   due to fearing  the natural 
childbirth and  complications  related to  it without 
having any information  about  the risks of cesarean . 
They  insist on  their doctor do it .  But ,indeed in the 
advanced  obstetric  centers  the safety of  cesarean is 
very less than  the natural childbirth . This is due to 
some complications  such as  bleeding  two  times 
more than  a natural childbirth , increasing the 
probability of  uterus  infection after delivery ,  the 
more pain after delivery , and complications  of 
anesthesia in mother  and her  fetus . Additionally , a 
pregnant mother  whose  previous  delivery  was  
cesarean  is considered a high risk pregnancy . There 
are t some risks  such as the danger of  tearing  the 
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uterus , damage to mum  and baby  and lasting long  
the procedure time  due to adhesions  inside of  
tummy wall  and bleeding  during and  after section 
and probability of infection and  opening  the wound  
of procedure  place  and  lasting   the hospitalization 
of mother  than  the others (4) . The  societies  in 
which  cesarean statistics  is higher than  15%  , the 
mothers and infants' health  hasn’t a better status  
than the  other societies .And even  in these societies 
increasing  premature   births due to cesarean  by 
request  of  mother  and  increasing the complications  
resulting from  premature birth  threatens the infants' 
health . Therefore, it seems increasingly cesarean  
section must be  prevented (5) . The irregular increase 
of  cesarean  is one of  the important problems  for 
Iran  health system  in which many factors involved  
such as  increasing marriage age , increasing  the 
birth age of the first child , increasing  the  women's 
employment rate  and approaching  the health service 
and  more advanced  technology  and the other  
factors  which  take place the women in a vicious 
circle  and result  in increasing  cesarean (6) . 
Ministry of health and Medical  Education  of Iran 
disseminated and administered Health Sector 
Evolution P;an(HSEP) which is a comprehensive  
plan  and  includes  7 guidelines  in 4th April   of 2014 
in order to  establish  the basic changes  in Iran health 
and  treatment  area . One of the guidelines is  on 
promoting  the natural childbirth and  reducing  
cesarean . Ministry of Health and  Medical  Education  
hold out  some hope  of performing  this program  can  
reduce  the cesarean statistics in Iran  or at least  stop  
its  growth (7) .   
 
II. METHOD 
 
The present  research is of  cross-sectional and 
descriptive kind . The researcher  has performed it  
through  analyzing  statistics and  information  
obtained  from the number of deliveries  carried out 
in all hospitals dependent on  Medical  Sciences 
university and  Healthcare  Service  of Fars  such as 
Shiraz hospitals  including public,  non-profit , 
charitable , health service, military , Guards Corps  
and private   hospitals   of towns  dependent on   Fars  
Medical Sciences university  during years of 2013( 
one year  before  beginning  Health Sector Evolution 
) , 2014( one year after   beginning  Health Sector 
Evolution ) and 2015 ( two years after  performing   
Health Sector evolution ) .  
 
III. FINDINGS  
 
Total  statistics of deliveries  carried out  in 47 
hospitals dependent on Fars Medical Sciences 
university in 2013  , before  health Sector evolution ,  
was 66238 cases . In 2014 the number of deliveries  
was  73879  showing 11.5% growth . This trend  has 

been slowly  continued in 2015 . These statistics  with 
a growth of 1.5%  in 2015  comparing 2014 were 
75047. One of the reasons to increase   the delivery 
statistics in 2013  could results  from wide advertising  
on increasing population of Iran  by Ministry of 
Health  in the recent  years  and specially  Ayatollah 
Khamenei ' lecture  on the necessity of  increasing  
Iran population  in 2013 which influenced   the 
increase of  deliveries in 2013 and  2014 . Beginning  
HSEP and to become free charge the natural 
childbirth  and  more inexpensive  the costs of 
cesarean  in the public hospitals  comparing  before  
HSEP  can be  another reason  to increase  the 
statistics of delivery . Studying delivery statistics 
distribution  in 2013 ( before Evolution program ) and 
the years of 2014 and 2015 ( after Evolution  
program)  in Shiraz  having both public and 
non0profit  hospitals  demonstrates the statistics of 
delivery registered  in the non-profit hospitals  is 
about two times  of deliveries in the public hospitals . 
This can be due to more attention and confidence  of 
the patients  to  the non-profit  in any reason  .But ,  
given to  that the number of delivery and women's  
beds in the non-profit  hospitals is 60% of total  
delivery and women’s  beds  in Shiraz  , therefore the 
capacity of  more reception of the non-profit    
hospitals  than the public hospitals can be an 
acceptable reason for   this question  why the 
statistics of pregnant women referred  in non-profit  is 
more than the public hospitals . The statistics of  
deliveries  carried out in  the public hospitals  in 2013 
is 32% of total  deliveries  registered  in Shiraz . This 
statistics  has increased  by 34% in 2013 and by 39% 
in 2014 .  One can conclude that  with   beginning   
HSEP  and due to  the benefits which this plan  has 
considered  for the public hospitals  in terms of 
reducing costs  of the patients , the statistics  of 
delivery in the public hospitals  of Shiraz  to total 
deliveries  in the  first year  of plan    has increased  
2% and  in the second year when  one   public 
hospital   was also added  to the public  hospitals of 
Shiraz  has increased  by 7% . Average of cesarean in  
total  hospitals  dependent on  Fars Medical Sciences 
university  in 2013 and before  beginning HSEP  was 
64.73% . The statistics of cesareans   in the  non-
profit   hospitals   with 79.83%  has been higher than  
Shiraz public hospitals (53.81%)  and  dependent 
towns  (56.51%) . The statistics of cesarean  in all 
hospitals dependent on  Fars Medical Sciences 
university  has approached  to  58/65%  in  2013  and   
to  55/10% in  2014  demonstrating  a  reduction of 
6% in the first year  of beginning  HSEP  and a 
reduction  close to 10% in the second year . Given to  
the goal setting  of HSEP  has been reported   
reducing 2.5% every three months  and 10% during 
one year , studying  the statistics of cesarean  in Fars  
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at the end of 2015  demonstrates  that Fars Medical 
Sciences university and Health  services  in spite of 
the considerable reduction  of cesarean  can not  
approach  the  determined goals  in Health Sector 
Evolution   program . Studying the national  
researches   didn’t show any investigation  about  the 
rate of  reducing cesarean  statistics  in  two years  
after  beginning  Health  Evolution ( end of 2015) . 
But  studies  related to  reducing the statistics of 
cesarean   up  to  end of the first year beginning  
program  (2014) show  the success  of  Medical 
Sciences universities  of Iran  including Shiraz 
Medical Sciences university in the first  year of 
beginning  the plan .Babaie  has pointed out the 
success of 100%  of  program in the  whole country 
(Iran) . In their separate  studies , Namazi, Etemadi 
and Javadi  have also reported the  relative success of 
program  in the first  year . . Aghajani  , on Health 
Ministry behalf,  has also reported  this complete  
success at the end of 2014.  
 
Comparing  the  statistics of cesarean between  Shiraz 
public  and non-profit     hospitals  demonstrates  that 
the rate of cesarean  in the public  hospitals  in the 
first year of the plan  has reduced by 2.3%  and in the 
second year  not only it hasn’t  reduced but also  the 
increase of  1.4% than  before  implementing  HSEP  
has been reported . To investigate  the  causes of  
increasing  cesarean  in the public hospitals  , it is 
noted that  according to the guideline  on promoting  
safe delivery the public  hospitals  receive  no 
payment  for  childbirth  from the patients  and Health 
Ministry   pays   it but  in the nonprofit  hospitals the 
patients must be  pay  some costs  for  the natural 
childbirth .Additionally , according to  HSEP 
guidelines  to increase the motivation of the public 
hospitals to reduce  the statistics of cesarean  , some  
monetary and nonmonetary incentives   have been 
considered . SO why  has  the statistics of cesarean   
increased   in Shiraz public hospitals  in the second 
year  of HSEP? According  to  two  obstetrician    
professionals  of Shiraz  Medical Sciences university   
working in the public  hospitals   and the managers of 
Hazrat Zeynab  and Hafez hospitals , increasing  the 
referral  patients  from towns of  Fars  and even  
Shiraz  non-profit  hospitals   during  2015 has 
resulted in  increasing  cesareans  in the public 
hospitals . It is noted  according to  the guideline of 
safe  delivery promotion , from the set of guidelines  
related to HSEP , every  hospital or  obstetrician    
professionals   who cannot  reduce  her  cesarean 
statistics proportionate to HSEP  will  be notified . 
This issue   can be the cause  of referral  the patients  
who there isn’t  the possibility  of natural child birth  
for them,  in any reason  ,  by their doctors to Shiraz  
to reduce  the statistics  of cesarean  in their own 

hospital . On one hand , alongside  with 
implementing HSEP Ministry of Health and  Medical 
Education has prioritized  the promotion  of pregnant 
women '  health and especially high risk ones   for 
Iran  Health  System . This sensitivity can be  another 
reason  for referral of pregnant women  whose  
natural childbirth  is difficult  to  the teaching 
hospitals  of  Hafez and Zeynabiye .  
 

 
 
Diagram 1-1 shows that  the statistics of cesarean  has 
considerably  reduced  in Fars Medical  Sciences  
university  at the end of the first year . At the end of  
the second year  this trend  has continued  with a slow 
gradient . The statistics of cesarean  in Shiraz public 
hospitals  has  reduced  with a slower  gradient  than  
the towns of  Fars  at the end of  first year , but  at the 
end of  the second year  there  is  increasing  the 
statistics of  cesarean  in these hospitals  even more 
than  that  before  beginning the plan . Studying the 
statics  in the non-profit  hospitals of Shiraz  shows  
that  these hospitals  could  reduce their  statistics of 
cesarean  by 1.73% at the end of the first year . This 
statistics  has shown  a significant reduction  at the 
end of the second year  and  shows  a reduction of 
9.96% than the statistic before  the plan . 
 

 
 
As can be seen the statistics of  cesarean  has  
significantly reduced  in  the non profit hospitals  of 
Shiraz . One of the reasons for this can be  referral  
the high risk mothers  to the public hospitals  that  has  
naturally  resulted  in  increasing  cesareans  in the 
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public hospitals.  In summary , studying the statistics 
of cesarean  in the public hospitals and towns  
demonstrates the referral of  pregnant women  whose 
their possibility of cesarean  is high  to  Shiraz public 
hospitals in the second year f the plan . There is  the 
highest  statistics of cesarean  between  the public and 
non-profit  hospitals of Shiraz  and the towns  
dependent  on  Fars Medical Sciences university  at 
the end of 2015 . The lowest  statistics  is related to  4  
public hospitals  of towns in Fars  which  haven’t  any   
cesarean  and their statistic of cesarean is zero .  
 
DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION  
 
This research showed that the statistics of  deliveries  
carried out   in all hospitals dependent on  Fars 
Medical Sciences university   has been  66238 cases 
in 2013  , before  beginning  HSEP ,  which  has 
approached  to 73879 cases in 2014  with a sudden 
increase of 11.5% . This increase  can be the result of  
changing    demographic  policies of Iran  in the 
recent years  and especially  the speeches Ayatollah 
Khamenei  in 2013  on  the necessity of  increasing  
population . Only 40 % of obstetrician  beds   existing 
in   the hospitals of Shiraz  belong to  the public 
hospitals. Maybe  for this  reason  the statistics of  
deliveries  registered in the public hospitals of  Shiraz  
in 2013 and before  beginning  HSEP  is 32% of  total  
deliveries registered   in it .This statistics  has showed  
the increase of 34%  in 2014  simultaneously 
implementing  HSEP   and  39% in 2015 . One of the 
reasons of  this increase  was the implementation  of 
HSEP  and to become  free charge the   natural 
childbirth  for  the patients of  the public hospitals in 
2014 . Opening the  new public  obstetrician hospital  
in Shiraz  in 2015  and increasing  the reception 
capacity  of the pregnant women  in the public 
hospitals  are the other reasons for it . The  average   
of cesareans   in the hospitals  dependent on Fars 
Medical Sciences university in 2013 and before 
beginning  HSEP  has been 64.73% . The highest 
statistics  is related to  the non-profit hospitals  with  

79.83% , after it  the public hospitals of towns in  
Fars with 56.51% and the lowest  statistics  are 
related to the public  hospitals of Shiraz  with 53.81% 
. By implementing  HSEP  in April of 2014 and  
comparing  before  beginning  it , the statistics of  
cesarean showed a  reduction of 6.1%  in the 
hospitals dependent  on  Fars Medical Sciences 
university. The highest  reduction  is related to  the 
public hospitals of  Fars with  135 reduction , then  
there are  the public hospitals of Shiraz  with 2.3% 
and the lowest reduction  of 1.7%   is shown  in the 
non-profit  hospitals of Shiraz .  At the end of 2015 
the statistics of cesarean   has reduced than  it  at the 
beginning  HSEP by 9.6%  in the hospitals  
dependent  on  Fars Medical Sciences university. The 
highest reduction  of 14.3%  is related to  the public 
hospitals of Fars Medical Sciences university. Next , 
there are  the  non-profit  hospitals of Shiraz  with the 
reduction of their statistics by  9.9% . But in 2015 the 
public hospitals of Shiraz  couldn’t  reduce their  
statistics and even  their statistics  has shown  an 
increase of  1.4% than 2013  , before  beginning 
HSEP .  
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